
99 2019 Fantasy Baseball Player Debates -
Chris Welsh
With the 2019 baseball season just around the corner, fantasy baseball
enthusiasts are eagerly preparing for their drafts. As with every season, there are
numerous player debates when it comes to fantasy baseball. Today, we delve into
99 of these debates, analyzing the opinions and insights of renowned fantasy
baseball expert, Chris Welsh.

Chris Welsh is a respected figure in the fantasy baseball community. His
expertise and knowledge make him an authority when it comes to player
evaluations, and his opinions carry significant weight among fantasy players.
Let's dive into the debates and see what Welsh has to say about these 99 fantasy
baseball players for the 2019 season.

1. Player A vs. Player B: Who's the Better Pick?

In this section, we break down some of the most intriguing player comparisons in
fantasy baseball. Welsh sheds light on the strengths, weaknesses, and potential
upside of each player, helping fantasy managers make informed decisions.
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Example Debate: Mike Trout vs. Mookie Betts

As arguably the two best fantasy baseball players, the comparison between Mike
Trout and Mookie Betts is a heated debate. Welsh provides a comprehensive
analysis of their statistics, scoring potential, and overall value to fantasy teams,
offering clarity to managers torn between these two stellar outfielders.

2. Sleeper Picks: Under-the-Radar Players That Can Make an Impact

In this section, Welsh reveals lesser-known players who have the potential to
outperform their draft positions. These sleeper picks can often be the difference-
makers in fantasy leagues, providing managers with unexpected value.

Example Sleeper Pick: Franmil Reyes

While not a household name yet, Chris Welsh recognizes the potential of Franmil
Reyes. Welsh breaks down Reyes' power-hitting ability and expected playing
time, making a strong case for why he should be on fantasy managers' radars.

3. Risky Players: High Reward or Potential Bust?

Every fantasy baseball draft involves taking risks, but knowing when to take them
is crucial. In this section, Welsh examines players who offer high upside but come
with substantial risk, analyzing the factors that could make or break their fantasy
seasons.

Example Risky Player: Shohei Ohtani

Shohei Ohtani's unique abilities as both a hitter and a pitcher make him a
fascinating case study. Welsh discusses the potential rewards of drafting Ohtani,
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as well as the injury concerns and workload management that can affect his
fantasy production.

4. Breakout Candidates: Players Ready to Take the Next Step

Identifying breakout candidates is an essential aspect of fantasy baseball. In this
section, Welsh identifies players who have the potential to significantly improve
their performances and become fantasy superstars in the 2019 season.

Example Breakout Candidate: Luis Castillo

Welsh explains why Luis Castillo has the stuff to dominate in 2019. He analyzes
Castillo's pitch arsenal, previous performance, and potential for growth,
suggesting that fantasy managers should keep a close eye on the talented
pitcher during their drafts.

5. Positional Debates: Who Is the Best at Each Position?

In this section, Welsh breaks down the best players at each position in fantasy
baseball, allowing managers to compare and evaluate their options. From
catchers to outfielders, Welsh provides insights on which players can offer the
most consistent and highest fantasy production.

Example Positional Debate: Nolan Arenado vs. Alex Bregman

When it comes to third basemen, the debate between Nolan Arenado and Alex
Bregman is a tough one. Welsh dissects their performances, skill sets, and
surrounding lineups to help fantasy managers determine which player deserves
the nod in their draft strategy.

These 99 player debates, curated by Chris Welsh, provide valuable insights and
analysis for fantasy baseball managers preparing for the 2019 season. Whether
it's comparing star players, identifying sleepers, evaluating risks, pinpointing



breakout candidates, or determining the best players at each position, Welsh's
expertise helps fantasy managers make educated decisions, giving them a
competitive edge in their leagues. So as you gear up for your draft, make sure to
delve into these debates to ensure a successful and enjoyable fantasy baseball
season!
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It's the 2019 edition of 99 Fantasy Baseball Player Debates. It's not a draft guide,
but a draft tool. We've put together 99 draft scenarios of player vs. player match
ups. In This League's Bogman and The Welsh make the case for each side!, but
we've got to score this thing, right? Each debate is judged by three industry
experts, such as Paul Sporer, Eno Sarris, Steve Gardner and many many more,
in a boxing style format. From a knockout to a close 10-9 decision, these debates
can go any direction.

We also took five debates from our 2018 book to review. How did it turn out? and
what debate from this years book, mirrors a match up from last years book.
Lastly, you'll find Bogman and The Welsh's top 300 ranks for standard 5x5.
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It's a fun and unique read, that is unlike any other fantasy baseball book. Even
the layout. Each page has a boxing promotional poster feel. Beware, as the book
reads a bit different than most. Zoom in and read all the great information. Enjoy
a new way to tackle your drafts!
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